Clinical and neuroimaging correlates among cohorts of cerebral arteriostenosis, venostenosis and arterio-venous stenosis.
The purpose of this study was to discriminate the clinical and imaging correlates of cerebral arterial stenosis (CAS), venous stenosis (CVS) and arterio-venous stenosis (CAVS) in the clinical setting. Patients were classified into three groups: CAS (n = 75), CVS (n=74) and CAVS (n=67). Focal neurological deficits were the prominent presenting symptoms in CAS group, while venous turbulence related symptoms were common in both CVS and CAVS group. Risk factor analysis showed the OR (95%CI) for diabetes, male gender and age in CAS vs. CVS group were 13.67(2.71, 68.85), 6.69(2.39, 18.67) and 1.07(1.03, 1.12) respectively. Male gender, diabetes and age in CAVS vs. CAS groups were 0.27(0.11, 0.63), 0.26(0.10, 0.67) and 1.09(1.04, 1.14) respectively, while age in CAVS vs. CVS group was 1.11(1.07, 1.15). The white matter lesions (WMLs) in CAS group varied in size, with clear boundaries asymmetrically distributed in bilateral hemispheres. CVS-induced WMLs revealed a bilaterally symmetric, cloudy-like appearance. The cerebral perfusion was asymmetrically reduced in CAS but symmetrically reduced in CVS group. The clinical characteristics and neuroimaging presentations were different among patients with CAS, CVS and CAVS. We recommended for aged patients, both arterial and venous imaging should be considered in diagnosis of cerebral stenotic vascular disorders.